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Current Course Procedures
Please make tee times as accurately as possible.
All players, including members, are strongly encouraged
to reserve the suitable and correct amount of space to
accommodate the players in your group. This is
especially important on the pretty weekends. When you
learn that your foursome is now a twosome- please
contact the Pro Shop to modify your reservation. CCA
thanks you in advance for your ongoing cooperation.
All players should inquire about carts-on-paths status
before starting your round
Effective immediately range activity is restricted to
mats, and den caddies will return to the range once we
get back on the grass in spring. This includes the
grassy area next to the far chipping green. The driving
range ropes have been removed and the range mats
have been put into play. The clubhouse area visage
message now displays a range “mats only”
message. In the coming days we plan to replace a
portion of the worn-out mats. Members may pick up
balls in the proshop for now.

WATCH OUT!
We are asking all of our patrons to keep
nothing of value in their vehicles during their
round. We’ve had numerous car break-ins and
feel it is best to have everyone hyper aware
until the Police can catch the criminals.
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Please Follow the Cart Rules!
Solo Riders:
During 2020 most courses allowed players to ride
solo in carts to reduce the spread of COVID. It is
widely known that courses, including ours, have
returned to sharing carts. Free single carts are no
longer an option. Players who wish to ride solo
in a cart may do so by “renting” an extra cart
for $30 plus tax. We prefer that you notify us and
pay in advance (before you grab that extra cart),
but since we do not see or speak with some
golfers, especially members, before their round
we will do our best to try to stay on top of it.
Private Cart Sharing:
The majority of our private cart owners participate
of our Cart Sharing Program. In exchange for
waiving the month trail fee of $40 private cart
owners must invite or allow other golfers to
ride in their personal cart when doing so
eliminates the need for a fleet cart. This
practice was not enforced during 2020 and many
cart owners have not returned to the pre-COVID
program. To avoid the cart trail fee it is important
that you begin to do so.
Park by the Rules:
Keeping the carts on the paths around the tees
and greens is an ordinary, respectful thing to do. It
is common practice at nearly every course in the
country, yet we have players who continue to park
their cart in the grass next to the tee ground and
far too close to the greens. Please do not force us
to implement this existing policy. Play and Park by
the rules.

Winter Food & Beverage
All the F&B supplies have been moved to the
proshop for the season, which is where they will
stay. For now the large cooler will stay in the
restaurant. The restaurant is closed for the winter
except that we will reopen for mild weekends and
warm sunny days. On bad weather days we will
not open the restaurant at all. Coolers now in golf
shop. Non-members check out a cooler by using
the sign-out sheet.
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The holiday humbler
Results
First Flight
1st Kullander/Kullander
2nd Brock/Johnston
3rd Jackson/Higgins
Mathis/Gonzalez
Hopkins/Bristow
Destefano/Smith

66
67
68
69
70
71

Second Flight
1st Morgan/Schluterman
2nd Sapp/Loftus
3rd Evans/Carter
Hendrix/Hendrix
Converse/Phrankill
Schilling/Schilling

72
74
76
78
80
85
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